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Abstract. We hypothesize that the capsular optical properties and thickness combined affect how accurate the
diffuse reflectance on the surface of a capsular solid organ represents that on the subcapsular parenchyma.
Monte Carlo simulations on two-layer geometries evaluated how a thin superficial layer with the thickness
from 10 to 1000 μm affected the surface diffuse reflectance over a source–detector separation spanning
0.01 to 10 mm. The simulations represented the superficial layer presenting various contrasts concerning refrac-
tive index, anisotropy factor, absorption coefficient, and reduced scattering coefficient, versus those of the sub-
surface main medium. An analytical approach modeled the effects of the superficial layer of various thicknesses
and optical properties on diffuse reflectance. Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy was performed ex vivo on 10 fresh
human livers and 9 fresh human kidneys using a surface probe with a 3-mm source–detector separation. The
difference of the device-specific diffuse reflectance on the organ between with the capsule and without the cap-
sule has significantly greater spectral variation in the kidney than in the liver. The significantly greater spectral
deviation of surface diffuse reflectance between with and without the capsule in the kidney than in the liver was
analytically accountable by considering the much thicker capsule of the kidney than of the liver. © 2018 Society of

Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.23.12.121602]
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1 Introduction
Represented by the fundamental demonstration in 1977 by
Jobsis,1 noninvasive spectroscopic assessment of the tissue
functionality using diffuse photon in the visible and near-infra-
red spectra has been applied with various levels of clinical read-
iness to disease diagnosis,2–4 treatment monitoring,5–7 and
surgery regime.8–11 Spectral measurement of the diffuse photon
remitted from the object surface, which is referred to as diffuse
reflectance spectroscopy (DRS),12 diffuse optical spectroscopy
(DOS),13,14 or functional near-infrared spectroscopy,15 is among
the simplest photon-based techniques suitable for in vivo organ-
site application13 when taking the conveniences offered by fiber-
based contact approach for photon illumination and collection.
Equally applicable in the noncontact or remote mode for the
assessment of spectral constituents of an object,16 DRS is
also indispensable in the quality assurance of encapsulation
of powdered therapeutic compounds17,18 and agricultural sur-
veying of some fruits.19,20

Diffuse reflectance measurements acquire the spectral remis-
sion from the medium surface to assess the spectral alteration
caused by tissue spectral heterogeneities within the volume

of sampling. How sensitive DRS is to the tissue spectral hetero-
geneity is affected by both the spectral contrast of the hetero-
geneity over the baseline tissue and the distance between the
position of photon injection into the medium and the site of
light collection from the medium. No tissue is microscopically
homogeneous along the depth or the lateral extension sampled
by DRS. But the measurement of light diffusely traversed
through a volume of tissue allows DRS to sense the lumped opti-
cal properties of the tissue. Lacking spatially resolved informa-
tion, DRS is useful in revealing the composite effect of the
spectral alterations caused by the microscopic parenchymal
heterogeneities in absorption and/or scattering, which are secon-
dary to changes in biochemical function or pathology. However,
when the tissue volume sampled by DRS has a superficial layer
that is optically heterogeneous compared with the layer below it,
as in the cases of DRS of the subcutaneous tissue, the surface
layer that is not the subject of sampling could contaminate the
DRS measurement of the medium underlying it.

Continuous-wave (CW) DRS is particularly suitable for
application in the intraoperative setting for tissue quality assess-
ment because of its potential for noninvasive evaluation of tissue
pathological conditions and real-time responses to tissue bio-
chemical changes. Nilsson et al.21 have used CW DRS covering
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a wide spectral range of 450 to 1550 nm with a source–detector
separation (SDS) of 2.5 mm to evaluate the injury of liver tissue.
From the intraoperative and ex vivo measurements on both the
surface and cross section of human livers, they have projected
that surface DRS measurement of the liver represents the DRS
on the cut section of the liver. The DRS on the surface of the
liver in the absence of the capsule was shown to be indistin-
guishable from that on the cross section of the liver over the
entire spectral range measured, indicating the spatial uniformity
of bulk optical properties of liver parenchyma. However, there
were observations suggesting that the DRS of the liver in the
presence of the capsule could differ from that of the liver paren-
chyma. Between the DRS on the surface of the liver in the pres-
ence of the capsule and that on the cross section of the liver, the
profiles were nearly identical over 1000 to 1550 nm, but a small
albeit consistent elevation of the former comparing with the lat-
ter could be seen over the 600- to 1000-nm range. Between the
DRS on the surface of the liver in the presence of the capsule and
that on the cross-sectional tumor, however, the deviation was
significant over 400 to 1100 nm. These observations argued
that the effect of capsule on DRS may not always be negligible
when performing on the liver with pathological changes, and
when the capsular effect becomes nonnegligible then not
accounting for it would cause incorrect reconstruction of the
parenchyma chromophore components or scattering parameters
based on DRS performed on the surface of the intact liver.

CW DRS has also been tested for the measurement of renal
ischemia during laparoscopic partial nephrectomy.22 Using a
laparoscopic applicator probe with a SDS of 2 mm and spectral
responses over 500- to 650-nm range, the DRS measured on the
capsular surface of the kidney was used to estimate the absorp-
tion properties of the renal tissue at normoxia (82% oxygen sat-
uration) and ischemia (0% oxygen saturation) using an inverse
Monte Carlo (MC) model validated for a homogeneous
medium. When compared with the normalized absorption
curve expected for the ischemic tissue using the known absorp-
tion spectra for deoxygenated human hemoglobin, the absorp-
tion coefficient spectra extracted from reflectance of the capsular
kidney tissue deviated variously over the 500 to 600-nm range,
with a maximum underestimation of ∼30% at 550 nm. The
underestimation of the absorption at 550 nm, which can
cause an underestimation of the ischemia, could be attributed
to missing of the capsular layer in the tissue modeled by the
inverse MC for diffuse reflectance.

The capsule is a thin collagen-rich layer enclosing a solid
organ, such as the liver or kidney. The capsule that differs mor-
phologically from the subcapsular parenchyma also differs from
the subcapsular parenchyma in optical properties, most pro-
nouncedly the scattering,23 that affect the remission of photon
after propagating in the respective tissue. A liver’s capsule is
very thin, ∼10 μm,24 but a kidney’s capsule is much thicker,
∼200 μm.25 For a liver capsule that is very thin, as conceptually
shown in Fig. 1(a), even when it is optically heterogeneous com-
paring with the main medium, the length of photon path within
the capsular layer may be insignificant comparing with the total
length of photon path between a source and a detector separated
at millimeter dimensions typical to DRS. As a result, one can
expect that the DRS performed on the capsular surface of
a liver matches closely with the DRS on the subcapsular or
cross-sectional parenchyma of a liver. Comparatively, as the kid-
ney capsule is much thicker as schematically shown in Fig. 1(b),
when the capsule is also optically heterogeneous comparing

with the underlying renal parenchyma, the length of photon
path within the capsular layer may be too significant to be
neglected from the total length of photon path between a source
and a detector separated for DRS. In such cases of the DRS per-
formed on the surface of a parenchyma that is enclosed by
a thick capsular layer, extracting the true absorption spectra
of the parenchyma using DRS measured on the surface of
the intact organ will require the effect of a capsular layer on sur-
face DRS be accounted for.

Accounting for the effect of the capsule on surface DRS fits
naturally in the domain of modeling diffuse reflectance from
a layered medium. There are numerous modeling studies spe-
cific to CW DRS of a layered medium that is commonly sim-
plified as a two-layer planar geometry.26–32 A recent work
targeted DRS of diseases located in the epithelial layer at the
tissue surface using probes with a short SDS to sample photons
that travel through the epithelial tissue layers.29 A two-layer MC
lookup table-based inverse model has accurately extracted top
layer thickness and scattering when the top layer thickness
ranges from 0 to 550 μm at 0.37- and 0.74-mm SDSs and
found that the accuracy of top and bottom layer absorption
coefficient measurements was highly dependent on top layer
thickness. The conclusion of,29 which agrees with physical
expectation for DRS of a superficial layer that is modified by
the properties of the underlying large tissue medium, is useful
to assessing how a superficial layer may affect DRS of the
underlying large tissue medium at short SDSs, but may not be
informative for the many DRS measurements that use SDS in

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of how a thin (A) or thick (B) capsule may
affect the surface diffuse reflectance of the subcapsular parenchyma
of a capsular organ. If the optical properties of the capsular layer are
identical to those of the subcapsular medium, there is no difference of
the spatially resolved DRS between with and without the capsule. If
the optical properties of the capsular layer pertinent to photon attenu-
ation through scattering and absorption differ from those of the sub-
capsular medium, the spatially resolved DRS will differ between with
and without the capsule. The difference of DRS between with or with-
out the capsule will be more pronounced for a thicker capsule (such as
a kidney when compared with a liver) and at a shorter SDS. Surface
diffuse reflectance of the spectral properties of the subcapsular paren-
chyma will be modulated by the spectral properties of the capsule.
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the greater-than-millimeter range to probe the main tissue under-
lying a superficial layer. The majority of other studies apply to
diffuse reflectance measurements of subcutaneous tissue that is
covered by a relatively thick, millimeter level, superficial layer.
The thickness of the superficial layer that these models have
addressed has been generally much greater than the thickness
of a capsule of a solid organ, such as a liver or a kidney, and
the optical properties of the superficial layer investigated for
the existing models also represent more of the cutaneous tissue
and less of a collagen-rich capsule. As a result, these models
may not allow straightforward translation to help evaluate how
the spatially resolved diffuse reflectance from a main medium
covered by a thin layer may be affected by the very thin super-
ficial layer of capsular-thickness and capsular optical properties.

Among the studies30–32 evaluating the diffuse reflectance
(including CWand time-domain) in the presence of a superficial
layer of millimeter-scale thickness, some have also presented
analytical models that are specific to illumination under a uni-
form collimated wide beam30 or having a low or none absorbing
medium underlying a superficial layer.26,31 An analytical model
that will be more robust for quantitating how a thin superficial
capsular layer affects surface DRS of the subcapsular main
medium is one that applies equally to a low or high absorbing
superficial layer or the main medium, a low or high scattering
superficial layer or the main medium, at a superficial layer thick-
ness relevant to solid organ capsule, and over a wide-range of
SDS whether it is near the point-of-entry or at far-field, concern-
ing the common geometry for a fiber-based DRS.

We hypothesize that the capsular optical properties and thick-
ness combined affect how accurate the DRS performed on the
surface of a capsular solid organ represents the DRS on the sub-
capsular parenchyma. MC simulations were used to evaluate
how a thin superficial layer with the thickness ranging from
10 to 1000 μm would affect the surface diffuse reflectance
for the superficial layer presenting various optical contrasts con-
cerning refractive index, anisotropy factor, absorption coeffi-
cient, and reduced scattering coefficient, versus those of the
subsurface main planar tissue. An analytical approach has
also been developed that models the salient effect of the super-
ficial layer on surface diffuse reflectance as revealed by the MC
simulations. The analytical model is applicable to diffuse reflec-
tance at distances ranging from millimeters from the point-of-
entry to 10 s of microns from the point-of-entry and tissue with
the absorption coefficient equal in magnitude to the reduced
scattering coefficient. DRS measurements have also been per-
formed ex vivo on 10 fresh human livers and 9 fresh human kid-
neys, for comparing the device-specific differences of the DRS
performed on the capsular surface and on the cross-sectional or
subcapsular parenchyma of the same organ. Much greater cap-
sular effect to the device-specific DRS is observed from the kid-
ney than the liver. The much greater capsular effect to the DRS
of the kidney than of the liver is projected to be associated with
the much thicker capsule of the kidney than the liver, according
to spectrally resolved implementation of the analytical model
under some realistic assumptions of the capsular and main
medium properties.

2 Methods and Materials

2.1 Monte Carlo Simulations

MC simulations were used to evaluate how the optical contrast
of a thin (<1000-μm thick) superficial layer with respect to the

subsurface main medium would affect the spatially resolved dif-
fuse reflectance measured on the surface of the superficial layer.
The medium geometry of the MC simulation is shown in Fig. 2.
A planar two-layer medium geometry was implemented for
evaluating the diffuse reflectance RðρÞ measured at a lateral
distance ρ from the point of light injection into the medium.
A set of optical properties including the refractive index n,
the anisotropy factor g, the absorption coefficient μa, and the
reduced scattering coefficient μ 0

s were assigned independently
to the superficial layer and the main medium. These four optical
properties were used as the primary parameters for each of the
two layers. The parameters associated with the main medium are
marked by a subscript of “0,” and those with the superficial layer
by a subscript of “1.”

The MC simulation was performed using the “MC solver
panel” of Virtual Photonics General-Purpose ATK 2.2.0 Beta,33

by custom defining the positions of the detector and the super-
ficial-layer thickness in the off-line editable Input File and
changing the medium optical properties using the online graphi-
cal user interface. A total of 1000 detector points were placed on
the surface of the superficial layer, corresponding to a distance
of 0.01 to 10 mm from the point of photon injection at an inter-
val of 10 μm. The 10-mm span of the SDS in the MC simula-
tions covers the 3-mm separation between the source and the
detector of the single source–detector pair on the applicator
probe used for diffuse reflectance measurements from the
liver and kidney as will be detailed in the corresponding section.
Each MC simulation was executed with a total of 100,000 pho-
tons, for a total tissue thickness of 10 cm. The MC simulations
were executed with only the Henyey–Greenstein (HG) phase
function as it was the one accessible on the virtual photonics
MC solver.

Each MC simulation corresponded to the superficial layer
differing from the main medium in only one of the four primary

Fig. 2 The two-layer medium geometry in the MC simulation for
evaluating the diffuse reflectance RðρÞ at a distance ρ from the posi-
tion of photon injection to the medium. The superficial layer or the
main medium is characterized by four independent optical properties
including refractive index n, anisotropy factor g, absorption coefficient
μa, and reduced scattering coefficient μ 0

s . The optical properties of the
main medium are marked with a subscript of “0,” and those of the
superficial layer “1.” The thickness of the superficial layer is τ.
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parameters including n1, g1, μa1, and μ 0
s1. Two stages of MC

simulations were performed. The first stage of MC simulations
evaluated the effect of each of the four primary parameters of the
superficial layer at a fixed setting of the main medium param-
eters on the diffuse reflectance for a superficial layer thickness
ranging from 10 to 1000 μm. The individual patterns revealed
by the first-stage MC simulations, which constituted 94.9% of
the total number of simulations, regarding how each of the four
capsular contrasts over the main medium affected the diffuse
reflectance were used to gauge the analytical model develop-
ment. As will be shown from the first-stage of the MC simula-
tions conducted for a fixed setting of the main medium
properties, the diffuse reflectance from the two-layer geometry
with a thin superficial layer (≤1000-μm thick) is not sensitive to
n1 and g1 (or equivalently the contrast of each over its main
medium counterpart) over their respective ranges covering
more than what a biological tissue will present. These outcomes
were based upon to constrain the parameter setting in the next
stage of MC simulation that was intended for evaluating the
effect of the change of main medium properties on diffuse
reflectance in a more pathologically relevant parameter setting
of the superficial layer. The subsequent stage of MC simulations
thus was performed at the absence of a superficial layer contrast
on the refractive index or anisotropy factor over the main
medium. In consideration of the high scattering of organ capsule
due to collagen content25 and a liver capsule being∼10-μm thick
and a kidney capsule being ∼200-μm thick, the superficial layer
in the second stage of MC simulations was thus fixed at a high
scattering property with the thicknesses of 10 and 200 μm only,
whereas the μa0 and μ 0

s0 of the main medium were changed to
evaluate how much the main medium property would affect the
spatially resolved surface diffuse reflectance at a fixed setting of
a highly scattering superficial layer.

Table 1 shows the parameter configuration of the first-stage
MC simulations. In these MC simulations, the main medium
was kept fixed at the following baseline set of parameters:
n0 ¼ 1.40, g0 ¼ 0.90, μa0 ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
To evaluate the effect of the refractive index of the superficial
layer to the diffuse reflectance, the n1 was changed from 1.30 to
1.50 at a step increment of 0.01, whereas keeping other param-
eters constant as g1 ¼ 0.90, μa1 ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s1 ¼
1.0 mm−1. To evaluate the effect of the anisotropy factor of
the superficial layer to the diffuse reflectance, the g1 was
changed from 0.80 to 0.99 at a step increment of 0.01, whereas
keeping other parameters constant as n1 ¼ 1.40, μa1 ¼
0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s1 ¼ 1.0 mm−1. To evaluate the effect of
the absorption properties of the superficial layer to the diffuse
reflectance, the μa1 was changed from 0.001 to 0.01 mm−1 at
a step increment of 0.001 mm−1, then from 0.01 to 0.1 mm−1

at a step increment of 0.01 mm−1, and thereafter from 0.1 to
1.0 mm−1 at a step increment of 0.1 mm−1, whereas keeping
other parameters constant as n1 ¼ 1.40, g1 ¼ 0.90, and μ 0

s1 ¼
1.0 mm−1. To evaluate the effect of the reduced scattering prop-
erties of the superficial layer to the diffuse reflectance, the μ 0

s1
was changed from 0.1 to 1.0 mm−1 at a step increment of
0.1 mm−1, and then from 1.0 to 10.0 mm−1 at a step increment
of 1.0 mm−1, whereas keeping other parameters constant as
n1 ¼ 1.40, g1 ¼ 0.90, and μa1 ¼ 0.01 mm−1. The diffuse
reflectance at any of the aforementioned setting of the optical
parameters of the superficial layer was evaluated at the super-
ficial layer thickness ranging from 10 to 100 μm at a step incre-
ment of 10 μm, and then from 100 to 1000 μm at a step

increment of 100 μm. These configurations resulted in ∼1670
MC simulations corresponding to the superficial layer that dif-
fers from the main medium in one of four primary optical prop-
erties, not including the duplicated baseline sets.

Table 2 shows the parameter configuration of the second-
stage MC simulations specific to superficial layer with fixed
optical properties including a highly reduced scattering coeffi-
cient and an underlying main medium at various absorptions and
reduced scattering coefficients. In these MC simulations, the
properties of the superficial layer were kept fixed at the follow-
ing parameters: n1 ¼ 1.40, g1 ¼ 0.90, μa1 ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and
μ 0
s1 ¼ 10.0 mm−1. To evaluate how the absorption of the main

medium affects the diffuse reflectance, the μa0 was changed
from 0.001 to 0.01 mm−1 at a step increment of 0.001 mm−1,
then from 0.01 to 0.1 mm−1 at a step increment of 0.01 mm−1,
and thereafter from 0.1 to 1.0 mm−1 at a step increment of
0.1 mm−1, with the other parameters of the main medium
kept constant as n0 ¼ 1.40, g0 ¼ 0.90, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
To evaluate how the reduced scattering of the main medium
affects the diffuse reflectance, the μ 0

s0 was changed from 0.1
to 1.0 mm−1 at a step increment of 0.1 mm−1, and then from
1.0 to 10.0 mm−1 at a step increment of 1.0 mm−1, with the
other parameters of the main medium kept constant as n0 ¼
1.40, g0 ¼ 0.90, and μa0 ¼ 0.01 mm−1. The range of the
absorption coefficient of the main medium spanning three dec-
ades from 0.001 to 1.0 mm−1 and the range of the reduced scat-
tering coefficient of the main medium spanning two decades
from 0.1 to 10.0 mm−1 cover the optical properties typical to
soft biological tissues including the liver and kidney.34 The dif-
fuse reflectance at any of the aforementioned setting of the opti-
cal parameters of the main medium was evaluated at the
superficial layer thicknesses of 10 and 200 μm only as these
two numbers represent, respectively, the thickness of the liver
capsule and kidney capsule. These configurations resulted in
over 90 MC simulations corresponding to the main medium
that differs from the superficial layer in one of the four primary
optical properties. Tables 1 and 2 when combined amount to
∼1760MC simulations corresponding to the semi-infinite tissue
geometry containing a superficial layer that is optically hetero-
geneous comparing with the underlying main medium. These
MC simulations were executed at random sequences on multiple
computers having various system configurations.

2.2 Analytical Model of Surface Diffuse Reflectance
From a Semi-Infinite Medium in the Presence of
a Thin Superficial Layer

The effect of capsule on the surface diffuse reflectance can be
appreciated by identifying how the surface diffuse reflectance of
the subcapsular parenchyma at the presence of the capsule may
differ from that at the absence of the capsule. At the absence of
the capsule, the parenchyma, which is referred to as the main or
baseline medium, approximates a homogeneous domain of pho-
ton propagation for surface diffuse reflectance. The presence of
the capsule introduces a thin superficial layer that may also be
optically heterogeneous in comparison with the main medium.
How much this capsular layer changes the surface diffuse reflec-
tance from the subsurface main medium when compared with
the baseline will be affected by not only the extent of the con-
trasts of the optical properties of the capsular layer over the main
medium but also the thickness of the capsule. Apparently, if the
superficial layer presents no contrasts of the optical properties
over the main medium, the presence of the superficial layer shall
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Table 1 The properties of the superficial layer at fixed main medium properties.

RðρÞ (mm−2) diffuse reflectance at an SDS of ρ (mm), ρ ¼ ½0.01; 10� (mm) at a step size of 10 μm

How does n1
affect RðρÞ

How does g1
affect RðρÞ

How does μa1
affect RðρÞ

How does μ 0
s1

affect RðρÞ

τ ¼ ½10;1000� (μm) n1 ¼ ½1.30; 1.50� g1 ¼ ½0.80;0.99� μa1 ¼ ½0.001;1� (mm−1) μ 0
s1 ¼ ½0.1;10� (mm−1)

<<10>> 1.30 0.80 0.001 0.1

20 1.31 0.81 0.002 0.2

30 1.32 0.82 0.003 0.3

40 1.33 0.83 0.004 0.4

50 1.34 0.84 0.005 0.5

60 1.35 0.85 0.006 0.6

70 1.36 0.86 0.007 0.7

80 1.37 0.87 0.008 0.8

90 1.38 0.88 0.009 0.9

100 1.39 0.89 <0.01> <1.0>

<<200>> <1.40> <0.90> 0.02 2.0

300 1.41 0.91 0.03 3.0

400 1.42 0.92 0.04 4.0

500 1.43 0.93 0.05 5.0

600 1.44 0.94 0.06 6.0

700 1.45 0.95 0.07 7.0

800 1.46 0.96 0.08 8.0

900 1.47 0.97 0.09 9.0

10,000 1.48 0.98 0.1 10.0

1.49 0.99 0.2

At each τ, the dependence
of RðρÞ on one parameter
of the superficial layer
is evaluated

1.50 0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

main medium thickness = 10 cm n ¼ 1.40 g ¼ 0.90 μa ¼ 0.01 (mm−1) μ 0
s ¼ 1.0 (mm−1)

# of simulations 19 × 21 ¼ 399 19 × 20 ¼ 380 19 × 28 ¼ 532 19 × 19 ¼ 361

<X> indicates a default value of the parameter at baseline. <<X>> indicates the layer thickness representing that of the liver or kidney capsules.
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Table 2 The properties of the main medium at fixed superficial layer properties.

RðρÞ (mm−2) diffuse reflectance at an SDS of ρ (mm), ρ ¼ ½0.01; 10� (mm) at a step size of 10 μm

RðρÞ dependence
on μa0 (the absorption

coefficient of the
main medium)

RðρÞ dependence
on μ 0

s0 (the reduced
scattering coefficient
of the main medium)

τ ¼ 10;200 (μm) n1 ¼ 1.40 g1 ¼ 0.90 μa1 ¼ 0.01 (mm−1) μ 0
s1 ¼ 10 (mm−1)

Main medium n0 ¼ 1.40 g0 ¼ 0.90 μa0 (mm−1) μ 0
s0 (mm−1)

At each τ, the dependence of
RðρÞ on one parameter of
the main medium absorption
or reduced scattering is evaluated

0.001 0.1

0.002 0.2

0.003 0.3

0.004 0.4

0.005 0.5

0.006 0.6

0.007 0.7

0.008 0.8

0.009 0.9

<0.01> <1.0>

0.02 2.0

0.03 3.0

0.04 4.0

0.05 5.0

0.06 6.0

0.07 7.0

0.08 8.0

0.09 9.0

0.1 10.0

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

# of simulations 2 × 28 ¼ 56 2 × 19 ¼ 38
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have no effect to the surface diffuse reflectance of the composite
media containing the superficial layer and the main medium,
regardless of the thickness of the capsular layer. In contrast,
if the capsular layer is optically heterogeneous comparing
with the main medium, the effect of this capsular layer on
the surface diffuse reflectance will decrease and eventually van-
ish as the capsular layer becomes thinner and disappears. An
analytical model addressing the effect of the superficial layer
on the surface diffuse reflectance from a layered medium
thus shall converge to the case of surface diffuse reflectance
from a homogeneous medium when either the contrast of the
optical properties of the superficial layer over the main medium
vanishes or the thickness of the superficial layer zeros.
Conversely, the effect of the superficial layer to the surface dif-
fuse reflectance of the multilayer medium may be accounted for
by a differential change of the surface diffuse reflectance from
a baseline homogeneous medium, which shall elevate as the
contrast of the optical properties of the superficial layer over
the main medium increases or the superficial layer thickens.
These considerations, heretofore, substantiate the analytical
model development as detailed in the following.

Recently, we have demonstrated a simple, convenient, and
transparent model of diffuse reflectance from a homogeneous
semi-infinite medium33 that has been validated over an SDS
ranging from 0.01 to 10 mm and tissue diffusing conditions
including the absorption coefficient as strong in magnitude as
the scattering coefficient ðμa ∼ μ 0

sÞ at a medium reduced scatter-
ing coefficient of μ 0

s ¼ 1.0 mm−1. The central scheme of this
model is a master–slave dual-source configuration that sets
two virtual sources, with one being the primary or the master
source and the other being the secondary or the slave source,
whose position and strength are dependent upon the master
source. Both the master source and the slave source are placed
along the ballistic line of photon injection for the apparent geo-
metric symmetry, as shown in Fig. 3(a). For a homogeneous
medium confined in a semi-infinite geometry that is illuminated
by a directional point-beam, the master source is set at a depth of
one reduced scattering pathlength or 1∕μ 0

s, and the slave source
is set to be much closer to the medium boundary at a depth less
than one scattering step-size [i.e., the depth <1∕μs or
ð1 − gÞ∕μ 0

s]. The master source is similar, albeit not identical,
to the commonly implemented isotropic source in delivering
the far-field pattern of surface photon irradiation for diffuse
reflectance. The slave source that is set to be much closer to
the medium boundary than the master source is conveniently
produced the aggressive peaking of the diffuse reflectance
toward the point-of-entry as applying to the common fiber-
based contact irradiation geometry involving a point-injection
of photons into the medium.

We modify this master–slave dual-source approach to model
the spatially resolved diffuse reflectance from an otherwise
homogeneous semi-infinite medium in the presence of a thin
superficial layer, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The modification intro-
duces a differential change to the master–slave dual-source con-
figuration to account for the change to surface diffuse
reflectance from the composite media due to the presence of
the thin superficial layer when compared with that from the
homogeneous main medium only—referred to hereafter as
the baseline. When either the contrast of the optical properties
of the superficial layer with a fixed thickness over the main
medium or the thickness of the superficial layer with a fixed
contrast of the optical properties over the main medium

increases, the change to the diffuse reflectance with respect
to the baseline shall increase. The increased change to the dif-
fuse reflectance at a stronger superficial layer as shown in
Fig. 3(c) (corresponding to either a greater contrast of the optical
properties of the superficial layer over the main medium for
a given thickness of the superficial layer or a thicker superficial
layer at a given contrast of the optical properties of the super-
ficial layer over the main medium) at the same main medium
could cause the master–slave sources to deviate more from
their respective baseline settings. As the superficial layer
becomes more significant in terms of the contrast of its optical
properties over the main medium or the layer thickens, the effec-
tive medium properties associated with each source could also
vary as to affect the photon irradiation contributed by the indi-
vidual source. In regard to the changes in the diffuse reflectance
from the baseline, a differential source is thus introduced. The
contribution to the diffuse reflectance by the differential source
is set to increase as the superficial layer becomes stronger in
either its contrast of optical properties over the main medium
or layer thickness and conversely to disappear as the superficial
layer vanishes due to no contrast of optical properties over the
main medium or too thin to be accounted for.

The following analytical development treats the diffuse
reflectance from a semi-infinite medium containing a thin super-
ficial layer overlaying an otherwise homogeneous main medium
as the composition of three photon irradiation components:
a master component, a slave component, and a differential com-
ponent. When the superficial layer becomes stronger due to
either increasing of the contrast of optical properties over the
main medium or thickening of the layer, the differential compo-
nent is set to increase, whereas the master and the slave com-
ponents are set to deviate from their corresponding baseline
values. The decomposition of the surface photon irradiation
to three components must also warrant that when the superficial
layer vanishes at the cases of either the superficial layer present-
ing no contrast of optical properties over the main medium or the
thickness of the superficial layer with an accountable contrast of
optical properties over the main medium approaching zero, the
differential component must vanish, whereas the master compo-
nent and the slave component shall return to their respective
baseline values associated with a homogeneous main medium.

In implementing the master–slave dual-source configuration
for the diffuse reflectance from a semi-infinite homogeneous
medium,33 the contribution to the surface diffuse photon irradi-
ance by the master source and the slave source was computed
using the same set of basic formula, with only the variables dif-
fering according to whether it is associated with the master
source or the slave source. The basic set of formula for the
master–slave dual-source configuration was established accord-
ing to the image-source approach commonly associated with the
implementation of an extrapolated zero-boundary condition35,36

that sets zero the photon fluence rate on a virtual boundary
slightly away from the physical boundary. The position of
the extrapolated boundary on which the photon fluence rate
is set at zero is determined by the refractive index mismatch
between the two media forming the physical boundary.35,36

Similarly in this work of modeling the diffuse reflectance
from a semi-infinite composite medium containing a thin super-
ficial layer overlying an otherwise homogeneous medium, the
master, slave, and differential components of the surface diffuse
photon irradiance are computed also using the same set of basic
formula governed by the image-source approach associated with
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the extrapolated zero-boundary condition but with the variables
differing among the three components, according to the contrast
of the optical properties of the superficial layer over the main
medium and the thickness of the superficial layer. In the follow-
ing, the basic set of formula governed by the image–source
approach associated with the extrapolated zero-boundary condi-
tion and applying equally to the master, slave, and differential
components is presented first. The principle of formulating the
variables associated, respectively, with the master, slave, and dif-
ferential components for the variables to depend upon the contrast
of the optical properties of the superficial layer over the main
medium and the thickness of the superficial layer is described
afterward. The actual forms of all variables used for the master,
slave, and differential components are listed in Appendix A.

In the analytics that follows, any variable or entity that is
associated with the master component is marked by a superscript
of “master,” the slave component a superscript of “slave,” and
the differential component a superscript of “diff.” To be consis-
tent with the parameter notations used for the MC simulations,
any variable that is uniquely defined by the properties of only
the main medium is characterized by an ending subscript of “0,”
and its superficial layer counterpart by an ending subscript of
“1.” The four parameters including n, g, μa, and μ 0

s are consid-
ered as the primary parameters as in MC simulations for either
the main medium or the superficial layer, inferring that all other
parameters used for deriving the diffuse reflectance are secon-
dary parameters to be determined by these four primary
parameters.

Fig. 3 The medium geometry used for the analytical model development. (a) The geometry of the
medium in the absence of the superficial layer, when only the master source and the slave source
are considered. The master–source S locates at a depth of za ¼ 1∕μ 0

s from the point of entry. The
slave-source S� locates at a depth of z�

a that is proximal to the point of entry than the position of
a depth of 1∕μs . The image source of S is at za þ 2zb away from the medium surface, and the
image source of S� is at z�

a þ 2zb away from the medium surface. (b) The geometry of the medium
in the presence of a superficial layer that does not change the surface diffuse reflectance significantly
when compared with that in the absence of the superficial layer. The master-source Smaster locates at
a depth zmaster

a from the point of entry. The slave-source Sslave locates at a depth of zslave
a that is much

proximal to the point of entry than the position of the master source. A differential source Sdiff appears
with its position and strength dependent upon the significance of the superficial layer in terms of the
optical contrast over the main medium and the layer thickness. The image source of Smaster is at zmaster

a þ
2zmaster

b away from the medium surface. The image source of Sslave is at zslave
a þ 2zslave

b away from the
medium surface. The image source of Sdiff is at zdiff

a þ 2zdiff
b away from the medium surface. (c) The

geometry of the medium in the presence of a superficial layer that changes the surface diffuse reflectance
significantly when compared with that in the absence of the superficial layer. The master-source Smaster

locates at a depth zmaster
a from the point of entry. A weak slave-source Sslave locates at a depth of zslave

a
that is much proximal to the point of entry than the position of the master source. A strong differential
source Sdiff appears with its position and strength dependent upon the significance of the superficial layer
in terms of the optical contrast over themain medium and the layer thickness. The image source of Smaster

is at zmaster
a þ 2zmaster

b away from the medium surface. The image source of Sslave is at zslave
a þ 2zslave

b

away from the medium surface. The image source of Sdiff is at zdiff
a þ 2zdiff

b away from the medium
surface.
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2.2.1 Basic notations of variables and set of formula for
the surface diffuse reflectance

The three geometries shown in Fig. 3 for generalizing the ana-
lytical configuration heretofore are used hereafter to assist the
analytical model development that accounts for the effect of
superficial layer to the surface diffuse reflectance. The three
geometries of Fig. 3 are further detailed in the following:

A. Corresponds to the geometry of the medium in the
absence of the superficial layer, when only the master
source and the slave source need to be considered.
A directional point-beam incident at the boundary is rep-
resented by the red arrow-head. The master source S
locates at a depth of za ¼ 1∕μ 0

s from the point of entry.
The slave-source S� locates at a depth of z�a that is proxi-
mal to the point of entry than the position of a depth of
1∕μs. The position of the extrapolated zero-boundary is
set at a distance of zb ¼ 2AD away from the physical
boundary, where A¼ð1þξÞ∕ð1−ξÞ, ξ ¼ −1.440n−2 þ
0.710n−1 þ 0.668þ 0.0636n, n is the refractive index
of the diffusive medium when bounding with air,36

and D ¼ ½3ðμa þ μ 0
sÞ�−1 is the diffusion coefficient of

the diffusive medium. With respect to this extrapolated
zero boundary, the image source of S is at za þ 2zb away
from the medium surface, and the image source of S� is
at z�a þ 2zb away from the medium surface.

B. Corresponds to the geometry of the medium in the pres-
ence of a superficial layer of very thin thickness or very
low contrast of optical properties over the main medium
that does not change the surface diffuse reflectance sig-
nificantly when compared with that in the absence of the
superficial layer. The directional point-beam incident at
the boundary is also represented by the red arrow-head.
The master source Smaster locates at a depth zmaster

a from
the point of entry. The slave source Sslave locates at
a depth of zslavea that is much proximal to the point of
entry than the position of the master source. It is
noted that the set of Smaster and zmaster

a of (B) differs
from the set of S and za of (A); similarly, the set of
Sslave and zslavea of (B) differs from the set of S� and
z�a of (A). When the superficial layer vanishes due to
either thinning or disappearing of its contrast of optical
properties over the main medium, the set of Smaster and
zmaster
a of (B) reaches the set of S and za of (A); similarly,
the set of Sslave and zslavea of (B) approaches the set of S�
and z�a of (A) when the effect of the superficial layer van-
ishes. A differential source Sdiff appears with its position
and strength dependent upon the significance of the
superficial layer in terms of the contrast of its optical
properties over the main medium and the layer thickness.
The extrapolated zero-boundary associated with the
master source Smaster is placed zmaster

b away from the
medium surface, so the image source of Smaster is at
zmaster
a þ 2zmaster

b away from the medium surface. The
extrapolated zero-boundary associated with the slave
source Sslave is placed zslaveb away from the medium sur-
face, so the image source of Sslave is at zslavea þ 2zslaveb
away from the medium surface. The extrapolated
zero-boundary not shown in the figure that is associated
with the differential source Sdiff is placed zdiffb away from
the medium surface, so the image source of Sdiff is at
zdiffa þ 2zdiffb away from the medium surface. It can be

projected that, when the superficial layer vanishes due
to either thinning or disappearing of the contrast of its
optical properties over the main medium, all of zmaster

b ,
zslaveb , and zdiffb become zb, and the contribution to the
diffuse reflectance by Sdiff shall vanish (the vanishing
can be reached by either a vanishing Sdiff or an infinitely
large effective attenuation coefficient of the medium).

C. Corresponds to the geometry of the medium in the pres-
ence of a superficial layer that changes the surface dif-
fuse reflectance much more significantly when
compared with the geometry in (B). The much stronger
change by the superficial layer to the surface diffuse
reflectance in comparison with (B) can be associated
with either a much thicker superficial layer or a much
stronger contrast of the optical properties of the super-
ficial layer over the main medium. The directional
point-beam incident at the boundary is again represented
by the red arrow-head. The master source Smaster locates
at a depth zmaster

a from the point of entry. A weak slave
source Sslave locates at a depth of zslavea that is much
proximal to the point of entry than the position of the
master source. A strong differential source Sdiff appears
with its position and strength dependent upon the signifi-
cance of the superficial layer in terms of the contrast of
its optical properties over the main medium and the layer
thickness. The extrapolated zero-boundary associated
with the master source Smaster is placed zmaster

b away
from the medium surface, so the image source of
Smaster is at zmaster

a þ 2zmaster
b away from the medium sur-

face. The extrapolated zero-boundary not shown in the
figure that is associated with the slave source Sslave is
placed zslaveb away from the medium surface, so the
image source of Sslave is at zslavea þ 2zslaveb away from
the medium surface. The extrapolated zero-boundary
associated with the differential source Sdiff is placed
zdiffb away from the medium surface, so the image source
of Sdiff is at zdiffa þ 2zdiffb away from the medium surface.
It is noted that, as the effect of the superficial layer to the
surface diffuse reflectance becomes stronger due to
either the thickening of the layer or increasing of the con-
trast of its optical properties to the main medium, the set
of Smaster and zmaster

a of (C) deviates more from the set of
S and za of (A); similarly, the set of Sslave and zslavea of (C)
deviates more from the set of S� and z�a of (A) as the
effect of the superficial layer strengthens. It can also
be projected that, when the superficial layer thickens
or increases in the contrast of its optical properties
over the main medium, the contribution to the diffuse
reflectance by Sdiff increases and may overwhelm the
contribution by Sslave.

The variables common to the set of formula of the diffuse
reflectance are listed as the following with their dimension or
unit indicated by [x]:

D is the [mm] diffusion coefficient, μeff is the ½mm−1� effec-
tive attenuation coefficient, za is the [mm] depth of a source
from the medium boundary, zb is the [mm] distance of the
extrapolated zero-boundary from the medium boundary, lreal
is the [mm] distance from a source in the medium to the surface
detector, limag is the [mm] distance from an image of a source in
the medium with respect to its respective extrapolated zero-
boundary to the surface detector, ρ is the [mm] distance of
the detector to the position of photon injection on the surface,
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S is the strength of a source,Ψ is the ½mm−2� steady-state photon
fluence rate, defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;63;730ΨðρÞ ¼ S
4πD

�
expð−μeff lrealÞ

lreal
−
expð−μeff lmagÞ

limag

�
; (1)

Jjðẑ−Þ is the ½mm−2� steady-state photon flux, where ẑ− repre-
sents a unit vector normal to the medium surface and pointing
outward, defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;63;651Jjðẑ−ÞðρÞ ¼
S
4π

�
zaðμeff lreal þ 1Þ exp½−μeff lreal�

ðlrealÞ3

þ ðza þ 2zbÞðμeff limag þ 1Þ exp½−μefflimag�
ðlimagÞ3

�
;

(2)

and R is the ½mm−2� steady-state photon irradiance, defined as33

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;63;551RðρÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
�
1

4π
ΨðρÞ þ 3

4π
J

����
ðẑ−Þ

ðρÞ
�
: (3)

2.2.2 Parameters that are determined by the fixed optical
properties of only the main medium or the superfi-
cial layer

The refractive index of the air is fixed at nair ¼ 1.0. The follow-
ing parameters are constants for a fixed set of the optical proper-
ties of the main medium and the superficial layer. The primary
properties are marked by [0, 1] to indicate their associations with
either the main medium “0” or the superficial layer “1,” as listed
in the following:

n½0;1� is the refractive index,

g½0;1� is the anisotropy factor,
μa½0;1� is the ½mm−1� absorption coefficient, and
μ 0
s½0;1� is the ½mm−1� reduced scattering coefficient.

The secondary properties are also marked by [0, 1] to indi-
cate their association with the properties of only the main
medium “0” or the superficial layer “1,” as listed in the
following:

Diffusion coefficient [mm] is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;63;262D½0;1� ¼
1

3ðμa½0;1� þ μ 0
s½0;1�Þ

: (4)

Effective attenuation coefficient ½mm−1� is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e005;63;205μeff½0;1� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μa½0;1�
D½0;1�

s
: (5)

Scattering coefficient ½mm−1� is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e006;63;142μs½0;1� ¼
μ 0
s½0;1�

ð1 − g½0;1�Þ
: (6)

A coefficient determined by the refractive index of a
medium36 is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e007;326;752ξ½0;1� ¼ −1.440ðn½0;1�Þ−2 þ 0.710ðn½0;1�Þ−1 þ 0.668

þ 0.0636ðn½0;1�Þ: (7)

A coefficient related to the refractive index mismatch
between the medium and the air is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e008;326;688A½0;1� ¼
1þ ξ½0;1�
1 − ξ½0;1�

: (8)

Slave source index33 is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e009;326;631η½0;1� ¼ ½g½0;1� · expð1 − g½0;1�Þ�1∕10: (9)

The depth of the master source from the medium boundary33

[mm] is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e010;326;576za½0;1� ¼
1

μ 0
s½0;1�

: (10)

The depth of the slave source from the medium boundary33

[mm] is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e011;326;508z�a½0;1� ¼
�

1

μs½0;1�

�
2

· μ 0
s½0;1� · ð1 − η½0;1�Þ: (11)

The distance of the extrapolated zero-boundary from the
medium–air interface [mm] is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e012;326;440zb½0;1� ¼ 2 · A½0;1� · D½0;1�: (12)

The distance of the master source to the detector [mm] is
defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e013;326;385lreal½0;1� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ ðza½0;1�Þ2

q
: (13)

The distance of the slave source to the detector [mm] is
defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e014;326;324limag½0;1� ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ ðza½0;1� þ 2 · zb½0;1�Þ2

q
: (14)

The strength of the master source33 is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e015;326;274S½0;1� ¼ 1: (15)

The strength of the slave source with respect to that of the
master source33 is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e016;326;219S�½0;1� ¼ η½0;1� · exp
�
−μeff½0;1�

za½0;1� þ z�a½0;1�
2

�
: (16)

2.2.3 Parameters that are determined by the contrast of
absorption or reduced scattering properties between
the superficial layer and the main medium

The following parameters are determined by the contrast of the
absorption coefficient or the reduced scattering coefficient
between the superficial layer and the main medium.

The index of contrast in absorption between the superficial
layer and the main medium is defined as
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EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e017;63;752Δa ¼
�
μa1 − μa0
μa1 þ μa0

�
2

: (17)

The index of contrast in reduced scattering between the
superficial layer and the main medium is defined as

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e018;63;695Δs 0 ¼
�
μ 0
s1 − μ 0

s0

μ 0
s1 þ μ 0

s0

�
2

: (18)

We introduce a general scaling factor that controls the
dependence of the contribution to the surface photon irradiance
by the master, slave, or differential sources. The scaling factor
when applying to the effective optical properties of the medium
takes the following form:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e019;63;595εeff ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞα · ð1 − Δs 0 Þβ� · δγ; (19)

where δ ¼ τ∕zcaps and zcaps [mm] is an arbitrary number with the
dimension of length and is chosen as 1 mm in this work, the
numerical value α determines the dependence of a respective
entity on the contrast in absorption coefficient of the superficial
layer over the main medium, the numerical value β on the con-
trast in reduced scattering coefficient of the superficial layer
over the main medium, and the numerical value γ on the thick-
ness of the superficial layer. A set of numerical values ½α; β; γ�
may differ among the master, slave, and differential components
of the photon irradiation. Similarly, the scaling factor when
applying to the source strength takes the following form:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e020;63;442εstrength ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞx · ð1 − Δs 0 Þy� · δz; (20)

where the set of numerical values ½x; y; z� that may also differ
among the master, slave, and differential components of the pho-
ton irradiation determines the dependence of the respective
entity on the contrasts in absorption and reduced scattering coef-
ficients of the superficial layer over the main medium and the
thickness of the superficial layer. Whichever the set of numerical
values is for Eqs. (19) or (20), the scaling factor becomes 1 as
either the contrast of the optical properties of the superficial
layer over the main medium vanishes or the thickness of the
superficial layer zeros, and approaches 0 as either the index
of contrast in absorption or the index of contrast in reduced scat-
tering becomes 1. Subtracting the scaling factor of Eqs. (19) or
(20) from 1 generates another scaling factor that becomes 0 as
either the contrast of the optical properties of the superficial
layer over the main medium vanishes or the thickness of the
superficial layer zeros, and approaches 1 as either the index
of contrast in absorption or the index of contrast in reduced scat-
tering becomes 1. For some variables, a slightly modified form
of the scaling factor is adopted to address the pattern of change
of the photon irradiation when the superficial layer is less
absorptive or less scattering than the main medium in compari-
son with when the superficial layer is more absorptive or more
scattering than the main medium. The scaling factor in any of
those slightly modified forms still conforms to 1 as either the
contrast of the optical properties of the superficial layer vanishes
or the thickness of the superficial layer zeros, and reaches 0 as
either the index of absorption contrast or the index of reduced
scattering contrast becomes 1. The parameters specific to the
master, slave, and differential contributions to the surface diffuse
reflectance are determined by the contrast of optical properties

of the superficial layer over the main medium and the layer
thickness, as detailed in Appendix A.

2.3 Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy of Liver and
Kidney Using a Lab-on-a-Crate Device

DRS of liver and kidney specimens was acquired using a device
shown in Fig. 4. The DRS device was developed onto a wheeled
crate for use in a clinical pathology laboratory. The output of
a Halogen light source (Cuda I-150, Jacksonville, Florida)
through a fiber-optical light-conduit was coupled by a 40× ach-
romatic objective lens (Olympus RMS40X, Thorlabs Inc,
Newton, New Jersey) to a 400-μm fiber that was directed to
a custom applicator probe as the source channel for tissue illu-
mination. The light diffusely propagated through the tissue was
collected by a second 400-μm fiber on the same applicator probe
and at a 3-mm distance from the source fiber. The detector fiber
was coupled to a compact visible/near-infrared spectrometer
(NT58-303; Edmund Optics Inc., Barrington, New Jersey)
with a 16-bit data resolution (0-65535).

The applicator probe consisted of a 12.5-mm diameter inner
probe and a 2-in.-diameter outer adaptor, both made of black
plastic materials. The inner probe contained two 400-μm fibers
separated at 3 mm as the source–detector pair for DRS. The
12.5-mm diameter inner probe was tightly plugged into the
outer adaptor with an outer diameter of 2 in. (50.4 mm).
Once plugged in, the inner probe and the outer adaptor formed
an integral handheld probe of 2 in. in diameter. The outer adap-
tor of 2 in. in diameter served for two purposes: (1) to suppress

Fig. 4 (Upper panel): Schematic diagram of the DRS system. A light
source directs visible/near-infrared light to the tissue via a fiber on the
tissue surface. Another fiber at a 3-mm distance from the source fiber
collects the diffusely propagated light to a compact spectrometer.
(Lower panel) the device built on a wheeled crate (left), the applicator
probe (middle), and the hands-free configuration of the applicator
probe for measuring liver specimen.
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the ambient light affecting the volume of tissue sampled by the
3-mm separation source–detector pair at the center region of the
inner probe having a diameter of 12.5 mm and (2) to align easily
and reliably with a solid phantom of known properties for
acquisition of a reference DRS profile. The handheld probe
of 2 in. in diameter was also positioned on a platform for the
probe to descend by its own weight onto a tissue specimen
for hands-free contact with the specimen.

A reference DRS spectral profile, denoted as IphantomðλÞ, was
acquired from a solid phantom (PB0335, INO, Québec, Canada)
having an absorption coefficient of 0.021 mm−1 and a reduced
scattering coefficient of 1.08 mm−1 at 800 nm. A noise spectral
profile, denoted as InoiseðλÞ, was acquired by placing the 2 in.
handheld probe on a dark cloth under normal ambient light.
The raw DRS spectral profile acquired from a tissue as denoted
by IrawðλÞ was postprocessed according to the following
equation

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e021;63;565RtissueðλÞ ¼
IrawðλÞ − InoiseðλÞ

IphantomðλÞ − InoiseðλÞ
; (21)

to deduce a device-specific tissue diffuse reflectance spectral
profile RtissueðλÞ that is free of the source spectral variation.
The effective spectral response of the system was approximately
350 to 1050 nm. All DRS measurements were performed at a
100-ms acquisition time controlled using the vendor-provided
graphical user interface of the compact spectrometer.

The DRS study on the liver specimens was approved by the
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center (OUHSC, IRB
#8155). Within 24 h of cross clamp, livers not meeting the cri-
teria for transplantation based on information including patient
clinical history, warm ischemia time, or gross appearance were
measured using the hands-free DRS surface probe in the clinical
pathology lab one floor below the Surgery Floor of the
University of Oklahoma Medical Center of OUHSC. The
DRS measurements were obtained from a random site on the
anterior surface of the right lobe and a cut section of the
right lobe. The probe was topically cleaned using a swab satu-
rated with 70% isopropyl alcohol before measuring on a differ-
ent surface of a specimen. The DRS measurement from each site
was the result of averaging over five data acquisitions of 100-ms
exposure time each. A total of 10 livers were measured, resulting
in 50 combined DRS measurements from the anterior surfaces
of the right lobes that were averaged to generate one DRS profile
representing DRS measured on the surface of an intact liver.
Another set of 50 DRS measurements from the cut-sections
of the right lobes of the same 10 livers were averaged to generate
one DRS profile specific to measuring on the liver parenchyma
in the absence of the liver capsule. Direct DRS measurement on
the liver parenchyma immediately adjacent to the capsule was
not attempted due to the difficulty of removing only the
extremely thin liver capsule.

The kidney specimens were measured by DRS under the
same protocol (IRB #8155). Within 24 h of cross clamp, kidneys
not used for transplantation based on information including
patient clinical history, warm ischemia time, gross appearance,
and duration of preservation were measured. The DRS measure-
ments were obtained from a random site on the anterior surface
of the upper pole of a kidney, and the surface of the upper cortex
after the capsule was removed. The DRS measurement from
each site was the result of averaging over five data acquisitions
of 100-ms exposure time each. A total of nine kidneys were

measured, resulting in 45 combined DRS measurements from
the anterior surfaces of the upper poles that were averaged to
generate a DRS profile corresponding to measuring on the sur-
face of an intact kidney. Another set of 45 DRS measurements
from the capsule-removed upper cortex of the same nine kidneys
were averaged to generate a DRS profile specific to measuring
directly on the kidney parenchyma in the absence of the capsule.

3 Results
Examples of the MC simulation outcomes and the model pre-
dictions of the DRS over an SDS ranging from 0.01 to 10 mm at
three configurations of the composite media containing the
superficial layer and the main medium are shown in Fig. 5.
In this figure and all subsequent figures, the measurements pro-
duced by MC simulations are plotted using discrete markers,
and the model predictions are plotted with solid or dashed
lines. The lowest pair of the profiles seeing at the right side
of the Fig. 5 corresponds to the DRS when the superficial
layer is 1000-μm thick and has an absorption coefficient of
μa1 ¼ 1.0 mm−1, with all other parameters of the superficial
layer and the main medium kept at the baseline values, i.e.,
n½0;1� ¼ 1.40, g½0;1� ¼ 0.90, μa0 ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s½0;1� ¼
1.0 mm−1. The μa1 ¼ 1.0 mm−1 represents a superficial layer
having a contrast of 100 of the absorption coefficient over
the main medium and the absorption as strong in magnitude
as the reduced scattering (μa1 ¼ μ 0

s1). The highest pair of the
profiles seeing at the left side of Fig. 5 corresponds to the
DRS when the superficial layer is 100-μm thick and has a
reduced scattering coefficient of μ 0

s1 ¼ 10 mm−1, with all
other parameters of the superficial layer and the main medium
kept at the baseline values, i.e., n½0;1� ¼ 1.40, g½0;1� ¼ 0.90,
μa½0;1� ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1. The μ 0
s1 ¼ 10mm−1

represents a superficial layer having a contrast of 10 of the
reduced scattering coefficient over the main medium. The
other pair of the profiles in Fig. 5 corresponds to the baseline
DRS at the absence of the effect of the superficial layer, i.e.,
when all parameters of the superficial layer and the main
medium are kept at the baseline values, i.e., n½0;1� ¼ 1.40,
g½0;1� ¼ 0.90, μa½0;1� ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s½0;1� ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
These values are typical to soft biological tissues.34 These base-
line DRS profiles are also identical to those MC simulation
results, and model prediction profiles presented in Ref. 33
for the same medium properties. The vertical dashed line at
the right side of the figure identifies the “3 mm” SDS of the
handheld probe for measuring the liver and kidney specimens.
Some of the MC simulation and model prediction results pre-
sented are thus specific to the “3 mm” SDS for compatibility
with experimental configurations.

3.1 Effects of the Contrasts of Refractive Index and
Anisotropy Factor of a Thin Superficial Layer
Over the Main Medium on Spatially Resolved
Diffuse Reflectance

Figure 6 shows the diffuse reflectance when the superficial layer
presents various contrast of refractive index or anisotropy
factor over the main medium with all other parameters kept
at the corresponding baseline values. The results corresponding
to varying the refractive index of the superficial layer are pre-
sented at the left column, and their counterparts for anisotropy
factor at the right column. Any diffuse reflectance profile is nor-
malized with respect to the baseline value corresponding to
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a homogeneous medium of n0 ¼ 1.40, g0 ¼ 0.90, μa0 ¼
0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
The Fig. 6(a) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at

a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer has a refractive
index of 1.30 (circles for MC and the lower solid blue line for
model prediction) or 1.50 (diamonds for MC and the upper solid
red line for model prediction), versus a main medium refractive
index of 1.40, as the superficial layer thickness increases from
10 to 1000 μm. The pattern of change of the diffuse reflectance
estimated by the MC simulations over the range of the super-
ficial layer thickness at a given refractive index of the superficial
layer is not clear. The relative magnitude of the diffuse reflec-
tance estimated by the MC simulations between a refractive
index of 1.30 and a refractive index of 1.50 of the superficial
layer is not clear either. The model-prediction, however, projects
a slight reduction (<5%) of the diffuse reflectance as the super-
ficial layer thickens at either of the two refractive indices shown,
and a slightly higher (<10%) diffuse reflectance at superficial
layer refractive index of 1.50 than that at 1.30 over the entire
range of the superficial layer thickness. The observed changes

associated with the refractive index of the superficial layer agree
with what can be expected from changing the refractive index as
it will cause a slight shift of the positions of the image sources
through small modifications to the positions of the respective
extrapolated zero-boundary lines. Figure 6(c) corresponds to
the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial
layer is 10-μm thick (circles) or 1000-μm thick (diamonds),
whereas the refractive index of it increases from 1.30 to
1.50. The pattern of change of the diffuse reflectance estimated
by the MC simulations over the range of the superficial layer
refractive index is not clear. The model-prediction (solid line
for 1000-μm-thick superficial layer), however, projects a slight
elevation (<10%) of the diffuse reflectance as the superficial
layer refractive index increases from 1.30 to 1.50 at the
1000-μm superficial-layer thickness.

Figure 6(b) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm
SDS when the superficial layer has an isotropy factor of 0.80
(circles for MC and the overlapping solid line for model predic-
tion) or 0.99 (diamonds for MC and the overlapping solid line
for model prediction), versus the main medium anisotropy factor
of 0.90, as the superficial layer thickness increases from 10 to
1000 μm. The pattern of change of the diffuse reflectance esti-
mated by the MC simulations over the range of the superficial
layer thickness is not pronounced. The relative magnitude of the
diffuse reflectance estimated by the MC simulations between an
isotropy factor of 0.80 and an anisotropy factor of 0.99 of the
superficial layer is not pronounced either. The observed patterns
that are indifferent between an isotropy factor of 0.80 and an
anisotropy factor of 0.99 are expected at the 3-mm SDS as
the difference in anisotropy for the same reduced scattering
property will be exhausted at a pathlength several times of
the reduced scattering pathlength. The model-prediction, how-
ever, projects a slight reduction (<5%) of the diffuse reflectance
as the superficial layer thickens at either of the two isotropic
factors shown, and indistinguishable diffuse reflectance values
between the superficial layer isotropy factor of 0.99 and 0.80
over the entire range of the superficial layer thickness.
Figure 6(d) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm
SDS when the superficial layer is 10-μm thick (circles) or
1000-μm thick (diamonds), whereas the anisotropy factor of
it increases from 0.80 to 0.99. The pattern of change of the dif-
fuse reflectance estimated by the MC simulations over the range
of the superficial layer anisotropy factor is not pronounced.
The model-prediction (solid line for 1000-μm-thick superficial
layer) projects unrecognizable change of the diffuse reflectance
as the superficial layer anisotropy factor increases from 0.80 to
0.99 at the 1000-μm-superficial-layer thickness.

3.2 Effects of the Contrasts of Absorption
Coefficient of a Thin Superficial Layer Over the
Main Medium on Spatially Resolved Diffuse
Reflectance

Figure 7 shows the diffuse reflectance when the superficial layer
presents various contrast of absorption coefficient over the main
medium with all other parameters kept at the corresponding
baseline values. The results corresponding to increasing the
thickness of the superficial layer when fixing the absorption
coefficient of the superficial layer at 1.0 mm−1 are presented at
the left column. The results corresponding to increasing the
absorption coefficient of the superficial layer at a fixed super-
ficial layer thickness of 1000 μm are presented at the right col-
umn. All values of the diffuse reflectance are normalized with

Fig. 5 Examples of the MC simulation outcomes and the model pre-
dictions of the DRS over an SDS ranging from 10 μm to 10 mm at
three configurations of the composite media containing the superficial
layer and the main medium. The lowest pair of the profiles seeing at
the right side corresponds to the DRS when the superficial layer is 1-
mm thick and has an absorption coefficient of μa1 ¼ 1.0 mm−1, with all
other parameters of the superficial layer and the main medium kept at
the baseline values. The highest pair of the profiles seeing at the left
side corresponds to the DRS when the superficial layer is 100-μm
thick and has a reduced scattering coefficient of μ 0

s1 ¼ 10 mm−1,
with all other parameters of the superficial layer and the main medium
kept at the baseline values. The remaining pair of the profiles corre-
sponds to the baseline DRS at the absence of the effect of the super-
ficial layer. The vertical dashed line at the right side of the figure
identifies the “3 mm” SDS of the handheld probe for measuring the
liver and kidney specimens.
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respect to their respective baseline values corresponding to
a homogeneous medium of n0 ¼ 1.40, g1 ¼ 0.90, μa0 ¼
0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
Figure 7(a) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs

ranging from 0.01 to 10 mm when the superficial layer presents
a high absorption coefficient of 1.0 mm−1 and the following
thicknesses: 10, 100, 500, and 1000 μm. The μa1 ¼ 1.0 mm−1

represents a superficial layer having a contrast of 100 of the
absorption coefficient over the main medium and the absorption
as strong in magnitude as the reduced scattering (μa1 ¼ μ 0

s1).
The following patterns are identified from (A): (1) for the super-
ficial layer that is more absorbing than the main medium, the
deviation of the diffuse reflectance with respect to the baseline
value increases as the SDS increases. (2) For the superficial
layer that is more absorbing than the main medium, the
deviation of the diffuse reflectance with respect to the baseline

value increases as the layer thickens. These patterns are all
attributed to the increased attenuation of the photons by the
superficial layer as it becomes more absorbing or thicker.
Figure 7(c) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm
SDS when the superficial layer has an absorption coefficient
of 1.0 mm−1, whereas the thickness of it increases from 10
to 1000 μm. The pattern of the reduction of the diffuse reflec-
tance as projected by the model (solid line) agrees well with that
estimated by the MC simulations (diamonds) over the range of
the superficial layer thickness. For a superficial layer with an
absorption coefficient of 1.0 mm−1 representing 100 times more
absorbing than the main medium, a 10-μm-thick layer will
reduce the diffuse reflectance to ∼90%, a 100-μm-thick layer
to ∼50%, and a 1000-μm layer to <3% of the baseline value.

Figure 7(b) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs
ranging from 0.01 to 10 mm when the superficial layer of

Fig. 6 The diffuse reflectance when the superficial layer presents various contrast of refractive index or
anisotropy factor over the main medium with all other parameters kept at the corresponding baseline
values. The results corresponding to varying the refractive index of the superficial layer are presented
in (a) and (c), and their counterparts for anisotropy factor in (b) and (d). Any diffuse reflectance profile is
normalized with respect to the baseline value. (a) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS
when the superficial layer has a refractive index of 1.30 or 1.50, as the superficial layer thickness
increases from 10 μm to 1 mm. (c) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mmSDSwhen the super-
ficial layer is 10-μm thick or 1-mm thick while the refractive index of it increases from 1.30 to 1.50. (b) cor-
responds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer has an isotropy factor of
0.80 or 0.99, as the superficial layer thickness increases from 10 μm to 1 mm. (d) corresponds to the
diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer is 10-μm thick or 1-mm thick while the
anisotropy factor of it increases from 0.80 to 0.99.
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1000-μm thick has the following absorption coefficients: 0.001,
0.1, 0.5, 1.0 mm−1, corresponding to 1/10, 10, 50, and 100
times, respectively, of the absorption coefficient of the main
medium. The following patterns are identified from (B):
(1) for a 1000-μm-thick superficial layer, the diffuse reflectance
with respect to the baseline value decreases as the absorption
coefficient of the superficial layer increases. Figure 7(d) corre-
sponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the super-
ficial layer is 1000-μm thick while the absorption coefficient of
it increases from 0.001 to 1.0 mm−1. The MC simulations (dia-
monds) revealed the pattern of the diffuse reflectance that
decreases as the superficial layer becomes more absorbing than
the main medium. The pattern projected by the model (solid
line) agrees with that estimated by MC (diamonds) when the
superficial layer is at least three times as absorbing as the
main medium. For a 1000-μm superficial layer, an absorption
coefficient of 0.03 mm−1 of the superficial layer will reduce
the diffuse reflectance to ∼90%, a 0.2 mm−1 to <50%, and

a 1.0 mm−1 to <3% of the baseline value. For the superficial
layer that is less than three times as absorbing as the main
medium, the pattern projected by the model (solid line) oscil-
lates with respect to the relatively smooth pattern estimated by
MC (diamonds), indicating rooms for the model improvement.

3.3 Effects of the Contrasts of Reduced Scattering
Coefficient of a Thin Superficial Layer Over the
Main Medium on Spatially Resolved Diffuse
Reflectance

Figure 8 shows the diffuse reflectance when the superficial layer
presents various contrast of reduced scattering coefficient over
the main medium with all other parameters kept at the corre-
sponding baseline values. The results corresponding to increas-
ing the thickness of the superficial layer when fixing the reduced
scattering coefficient of the superficial layer at 10.0 mm−1 are
presented at the left column. The results corresponding to

Fig. 7 The diffuse reflectance when the superficial layer presents various contrast of absorption coef-
ficient over the main medium with all other parameters kept at the corresponding baseline values. All
values of the diffuse reflectance are normalized with respect to their respective baseline values.
(a) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs ranging from 10 μm to 10 mm when the superficial
layer has a high absorption coefficient of 1.0 mm−1 and the following layer thicknesses: 10, 100, 500, and
1000 μm. (c) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer has an
absorption coefficient of 1.0 mm−1 while the thickness of it increases from 10 μm to 1 mm.
(b) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs ranging from 10 μm to 10 mm when the superficial
layer of 1-mm thick has the following absorption coefficients: 0.01, 0.1, 0.5, and 1.0 mm−1.
(d) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer is 1-mm thick
while the absorption coefficient of it increases from 0.001 to 1.0 mm−1.
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increasing the reduced scattering coefficient of the superficial
layer at a fixed superficial layer thickness of 1000 μm are
presented at the right column. All values of the diffuse reflec-
tance are normalized with respect to their respective baseline
values corresponding to a homogeneous medium of n0 ¼
1.40, g1 ¼ 0.90, μa0 ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
Figure 8(a) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs

ranging from 0.01 to 10 mm when the superficial layer with
a reduced scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 has the following
thicknesses: 10, 100, and 1000 μm. The μ 0

s1 ¼ 10 mm−1 repre-
sents a superficial layer having a contrast of 10 of the reduced
scattering coefficient over the main medium. The following pat-
terns are remarkable: (1) for a superficial layer that is more scat-
tering than the main medium, the diffuse reflectance with respect
to the baseline value increases at near-field (<0.1 mm) but
decreases at far-field (>1 mm). (2) For a superficial layer that
is more scattering than the main medium, the deviation of the
diffuse reflectance from the baseline value increases as the layer
thickens. The second pattern is straightforward to appreciate.
The first pattern can be expected qualitatively as the superficial
layer becomes more scattering. As the superficial layer picks up
scattering, the near-field diffuse reflectance associated with less
photon pathlength thus more contribution from the superficial
layer will increase, however, the far-field diffuse reflectance
associated with deeper photon path will experience a reduction
of the photon remission due to more photons escaping the path
between the light injection and light detection after the photons
are scattered more by the superficial layer. Figure 8(c) corre-
sponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the super-
ficial layer has a reduced scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1

while the thickness of it increases from 10 to 1000 μm. The pat-
tern of the reduction of the diffuse reflectance projected by the
model (solid line) agrees globally with that estimated by the MC
simulations (diamonds) over the range of the superficial layer
thickness. However, the model prediction seems to have under-
estimated the deviation from the baseline values when the super-
ficial layer is thinner than 60 μm and over-estimated the
deviation from the baseline values when the superficial layer
is thicker than 300 μm. We note that, the model is not developed
as a direct fit to the MC results; therefore, deviations of the
model predictions from the MC results are expected when
the medium properties or geometries do not strongly support
the model basis. For a superficial layer with a reduced scattering
coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 representing 10 times more scattering
than the main medium, a 10-μm-thick layer has essentially no
effect to the diffuse reflectance at the 3-mm SDS, but a 100-μm
layer will reduce the diffuse reflectance at the 3-mm SDS to
∼90%, and a 1000-μm layer to <25% of the baseline value,
according to the smooth model-prediction.

Figure 8(b) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs
ranging from 0.01 to 10 mm when the superficial layer of
1000-μm thick has the following reduced scattering coefficients:
0.1, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 mm−1, corresponding to 1/10, 2, 5, and
10 times of the reduced scattering coefficient of the main
medium. The following patterns are remarkable: (1) For
a 1000-μm-thick superficial layer, the deviation of the diffuse
reflectance with respect to the baseline value increases as the
reduced scattering coefficient of the superficial layer increases
from the baseline value. The subfigure (D) corresponds to the
diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer is
1000-μm thick, whereas the reduced scattering coefficient of it
increases from 0.1 to 10.0 mm−1. The MC simulations

(diamonds) revealed a pattern of the reduction of the diffuse
reflectance as the scattering contrast of the superficial layer
over the main medium increases but with a lesser extent at a
negative contrast of the reduced scattering of the superficial
layer over the main medium. The pattern projected by the
model (solid line) agrees qualitatively with that estimated by
MC (diamonds), but the model prediction seems to have
over-estimated the deviation from the baseline values when
the superficial layer is less scattering than the main medium
and under-estimated the deviation from the baseline values
when the superficial layer is more scattering than the main
medium. For a 1000-μm-thick superficial layer, a reduced scat-
tering coefficient of 0.1 mm−1 of the superficial layer will
reduce the diffuse reflectance to ∼70%, and a 10.0 mm−1 to
<25% of the baseline value according to the smoother model
predictions.

3.4 Effects of the Absorption and Reduced
Scattering Coefficients of the Main Medium on
Spatially Resolved Diffuse Reflectance from a
Highly Scattering Superficial Layer

Figure 9 shows the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the
superficial layer of 10- or 200-μm thick is set at a high reduced
scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 and the main medium
presents various contrast of absorption and reduced scattering
coefficient over the superficial layer with other optical param-
eters kept at the corresponding baseline values. All values of the
diffuse reflectance are normalized with respect to the baseline
values at a homogeneous medium of n0 ¼ 1.40, g1 ¼ 0.90,
μa0 ¼ 0.01 mm−1, and μ 0

s0 ¼ 1.0 mm−1.
The results in Fig. 9(a) correspond to changing the absorp-

tion coefficient of the main medium from 0.001 to 1.0 mm−1

when keeping the superficial layer at an absorption coefficient
of 0.01 mm−1 and a reduced scattering coefficient of 10 mm−1.
As the absorption of the main medium increases, the diffuse
reflectance at the 3-mm SDS reduces monotonically. When
the superficial layer having a reduced scattering coefficient of
10.0 mm−1 is 10-μm thick, the diffuse reflectance at the
3-mm SDS is ∼115% of the baseline value for a main medium
absorption coefficient of 0.001 mm−1, and reduces monotoni-
cally to <3% of the baseline value for a main medium absorption
coefficient of 1.0 mm−1. When the superficial layer having
a reduced scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 is 200-μm thick,
the diffuse reflectance at the 3-mm SDS is ∼75% of the baseline
value for a main medium absorption coefficient of 0.001 mm−1,
and reduces monotonically to <3% of the baseline value when
the main medium absorption coefficient reaches 1.0 mm−1.

The results in Fig. 9(b) correspond to changing the reduced
scattering coefficient of the main medium from 0.1 to
10.0 mm−1 when keeping the superficial layer at an absorption
coefficient of 0.01 mm−1 and a reduced scattering coefficient of
10 mm−1. As the reduced scattering coefficient of the main
medium increases, the diffuse reflectance at the 3-mm SDS
reveals a biphasic pattern of increasing initially and decreasing
later. This biphasic pattern may be appreciated as the following:
as the main medium picks up scattering, more photons reaching
the main medium from the superficial layer will be scattered
back into the superficial layer after multiple scattering events
to cause an initial increase in the diffuse reflectance at the sur-
face of the superficial layer; however, as the main medium con-
tinues to pick up scattering, more photons reaching the main
medium from the superficial layer will be lost in the main
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medium due to multiple scattering to cause less photons to be
returned to the superficial layer and subsequently a decrease in
the diffuse reflectance at the surface of the superficial layer.
When the superficial layer having a reduced scattering coeffi-
cient of 10.0 mm−1 is 10-μm thick, the diffuse reflectance at
the 3-mm SDS is ∼20% of the baseline value for a main medium
reduced scattering coefficient of 0.1 mm−1, peaks at ∼99% of
the baseline value for a main medium reduced scattering coef-
ficient of 1.0 mm−1, then decreases to ∼20% of the baseline
value for a main medium reduced scattering coefficient of
10.0 mm−1. When the superficial layer having a reduced scat-
tering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 is 200-μm thick, the diffuse
reflectance at the 3-mm SDS is ∼5% of the baseline value
for a main medium reduced scattering coefficient of 0.1 mm−1,
peaks at ∼60% of the baseline value for a main medium reduced
scattering coefficient of 2.0 mm−1, then decreases to ∼20% of
the baseline value for a main medium reduced scattering coef-
ficient of 10.0 mm−1.

3.5 Diffuse Reflectance Spectroscopy of Liver and
Kidney with and Without the Capsule

The device-specific DRS profiles corresponding to measuring
on the capsular surface (thicker solid violet line) and subcapsu-
lar surface (thicker dashed red line) of a kidney appear below the
black line of unity in Fig. 10(a). The device-specific DRS pro-
files corresponding to measuring on the capsular surface (thin-
ner solid light blue line) and cross section (thinner dashed blue
line) of a liver appear globally below the lines corresponding to
the kidney in Fig. 10(a). The diffuse reflectance from the liver
cross section is lower than that from the subcapsular kidney over
400 to 940 nm, indicating stronger pigment attenuation in the
liver than in the kidney if the tissue scattering in the liver can
be assumed to be similar to that in the kidney. Figure 10(b) plot-
ted the ratio between the device-specific DRS measured on
the capsular surface over that on the subcapsular surface of
the kidney (thick solid red line) and the ratio between the

Fig. 8 The diffuse reflectance when the superficial layer presents various contrast of reduced scattering
coefficient over the main medium with all other parameters kept at the corresponding baseline values. All
values of the diffuse reflectance are normalized with respect to their respective baseline values.
(a) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs ranging from 10 μm to 10 mm when the superficial
layer with a reduced scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 has the following layer thicknesses: 10, 100, and
1000 μm. (c) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer has a
reduced scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 while the thickness of it increases from 10 μm to 1 mm.
(b) corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at SDSs ranging from 10 μm to 10 mm when the superficial
layer of 1-mm thick has the following reduced scattering coefficients: 0.1, 2.0, 5.0, and 10.0 mm−1.
(d) Corresponds to the diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer is 1-mm thick
while the reduced scattering coefficient of it increases from 0.1 to 10.0 mm−1.
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device-specific DRS measured on the capsular surface over that
on the cross-section of the liver (thin solid blue line), both
appearing above the black line of unity. The ratio corresponding
to the kidney varies between 1.01 (or 101%) around 800 nm and
1.7 (or 170%) that occurs at ∼500 nm. The ratio corresponding
to the liver varies between 1.05 (or 105%) around 800 nm and
1.2 (or 120%) that occurs at shorter (<400 nm) or longer
(>1000 nm) wavelength ranges.

To evaluate that if the much greater difference of the capsular
versus subcapsular device-specific DRS in the kidney than in the
liver is potentially caused by the much thicker capsule of the
kidney than that of the liver, the device-specific DRS for the
kidney or liver as plotted in Fig. 10(b) is used to estimate
the main medium absorption property, which is then imple-
mented in the analytical model presented earlier to estimate
the difference between capsular and subcapsular DRS from
a liver or a kidney for a 10-μm-thick liver capsule and
a 200-μm-thick kidney capsule, as schematically shown in
Fig. 10(c). The estimation is conducted according to the follow-
ing procedures: (1) the spectrum of tissue absorption coefficient
was calculated as μaðλÞ ¼ fln ½RtissðλÞ�−1g∕9þ μa_phantom,
where the number “9” is the product of the SDS in mm “3”
and a differential pathlength factor of “3” estimated for the
3-mm SDS.37 The μa_phantom ¼ 0.021 mm−1 is the absorption
coefficient of the reference solid phantom. The extracted absorp-
tion coefficient spectrum was then assigned as the absorption
coefficient spectrum of the main medium. (2) The absorption
coefficient spectrum of the capsular layer is estimated as
μa1ðλÞ ¼ 0.3 � λ−0.1, where λ is the wavelength in μm, based
on the absorption properties suggested by experimental
reports.38 (3) The reduced scattering coefficient of the main
medium is set as 1.0 mm−1. (4) The reduced scattering

coefficient spectrum of the superficial layer is estimated as
μ 0
s1ðλÞ ¼ 3.2 � λ−1, where λ is the wavelength in μm, based

on the reduced scattering properties suggested by experimental
reports.38 (5) The afore-estimated spectra were implemented in
the analytical model. The ratio of device-specific DRSs between
measuring on the kidney parenchyma in the presence of a real-
istic 200-μm-thick capsule and in the absence of the capsule is
estimated as the ratio between the model-outputs of the diffuse
reflectance at a superficial layer thickness of 200 and 0.1 μm for
a main medium absorption spectrum derived using the kidney
measurements. Similarly, the ratio of device-specific DRSs
between measuring on the liver parenchyma in the presence
of a realistic 10-μm-thick capsule and in the absence of the cap-
sule is estimated as the ratio between the model outputs of
the diffuse reflectance at a superficial layer thickness of 10
and 0.1 μm for a main medium absorption spectrum derived
using the liver measurements.

The model-prediction of the ratio of the diffuse reflectance
from the kidney in the presence of the realistic 200-μm capsule
over that in the absence of the capsule is shown in Fig. 10(d) as
the thick solid red line, after aligning the peak magnitude around
the 500 nm to that of the experimentally measured profile shown
in Fig. 10(b). The DRS profile for the kidney shown in (D) based
on a realistic 200-μm capsule resembles closely that shown in
(B), indicating that the ratio between the surface DRS and sub-
capsular DRS varies significantly over the spectrum of measure-
ments. The ratio corresponding to the kidney as shown in (D)
estimated for a realistic 200-μm capsule varies between 0.81 (or
81%) around 300 nm and peaks at 1.7 (or 170%) that occurs at
∼500 nm. The profile corresponding to the kidney estimated
with a realistic capsule thickness of 200 μm reproduces the
experimentally measured profile at >420 nm but deviates

Fig. 9 The diffuse reflectance at a 3-mm SDS when the superficial layer of 10- or 200-μm thick is set at a
high reduced scattering coefficient of 10.0 mm−1 and the main medium presents various contrast of
absorption and reduced scattering coefficient over the superficial layer with other parameters kept at
the corresponding baseline values. All values of the diffuse reflectance are normalized with respect
to the baseline values. (a) Corresponds to changing the absorption coefficient of the main medium
from 0.001 to 1.0 mm−1, when keeping the superficial layer at an absorption coefficient of
0.01 mm−1 and reduced scattering coefficient of 10 mm−1. (b) Corresponds to changing the reduced
scattering coefficient of the main medium from 0.1 to 10.0 mm−1 when keeping the superficial layer
at an absorption coefficient of 0.01 mm−1 and reduced scattering coefficient of 10 mm−1.
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significantly from the experimentally measured profile at
<420 nm. The model-prediction of the ratio of the diffuse reflec-
tance from the liver in the presence of the realistic 10-μm cap-
sule over that in the absence of the capsule is shown in Fig. 10(d)
as the thinner solid blue line, after aligning the plateau at
<400 nm with that of the experimentally measured profile
shown in Fig. 10(b). The DRS profile for the liver shown in (D)
based on a realistic 10-μm capsule resembles globally that
shown in (B), indicating that the ratio between the surface
DRS and subcapsular DRS varies insignificantly over the spec-
trum of measurements. The ratio corresponding to the liver as
shown in (D) estimated for a realistic 10-μm capsule varies
between 1.17 (or 117%) over 500 to 600 nm and 1.2 (or 120%)
that occurs at shorter (<400 nm) or longer (>1000 nm) wave-
length ranges.

4 Discussion
Diffuse reflectance measurement, which renders the conven-
iences for noninvasive surface assessment of the optical proper-
ties of a parenchyma, should be performed judiciously on an
organ in the presence of capsule. As is shown in Fig. 10(a),
the device-specific DRS profile of the kidney parenchyma varies
over a smaller scale in the 400- to 950-nm range when compared
with that of the liver parenchyma. However, in regard to the dif-
ference between DRS on the organ in the presence of capsule
and DRS on capsule-free parenchyma, the spectral variance of
the DRS corresponding to the kidney is much greater (101 to
170%) than that of the liver (105 to 120%), as shown in
Fig. 10(b). The relatively small spectral variation of the DRS
on the capsular surface of the liver over the DRS on the

Fig. 10 (a) The DRS profile corresponding to measuring on the capsular surface of a kidney is plotted as
the thicker solid violet line. The DRS profile corresponding to measuring on the subcapsular surface of
a kidney is plotted as the thicker dashed red line. The DRS profile corresponding to measuring on the
capsular surface of a liver is plotted as the thinner solid light blue line. The DRS profile corresponding to
measuring on the cross section of a liver is plotted as the thinner dashed blue line. (b) The ratio between
the DRS measured on the capsular surface over that on the subcapsular surface of a kidney is plotted as
thicker solid red line. The ratio between the DRS measured on the capsular surface over that on the
cross-section of a liver is plotted as the thinner solid blue line. (c) The model implementation to calculate
the ratio between DRS measured on the surface of a kidney and on the subcapsular surface of a kidney,
assuming a kidney capsule thickness of 200 μm. The model implementation to calculate the ratio
between DRS measured on the surface of a liver and on the subcapsular parenchyma of a liver, assum-
ing a liver capsule thickness of 10 μm. (d) The model-predicted ratio of the diffuse reflectance from the
kidney in the presence of the realistic 200-μm capsule over that in the absence of the capsule is displayed
as the thick solid red line. The model-predicted ratio of the diffuse reflectance from the liver in the pres-
ence of the realistic 10-μm capsule over that in the absence of the capsule is displayed as the thinner
solid blue line.
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cross-section of the liver when measured at the 3-mm SDS indi-
cates that using the surface DRS measured at the 3-mm SDS on
the liver to estimate the optical properties of the subcapsular
parenchyma may be a safe approach. However, if the SDS
reduces significantly, e.g., to a few hundreds of microns,
the effect of even the thin capsular layer of the liver on the
surface DRS could increase according to the patterns revealed
by the MC simulations. For the kidney however, even at the
3-mm SDS, the spectral difference between the DRS on the
capsular surface and the DRS on the subcapsular parenchyma
is relatively large, suggesting that the optical properties of
the subcapsular kidney parenchyma estimated using the surface
DRS measured at the 3-mm SDS on the kidney will deviate
spectrally from the true conditions of the subcapsular
parenchyma.

The model-predicted spectral variations between DRS mea-
sured on the liver in the presence of the capsule and in the
absence of the capsule as shown in Fig. 10(d) agree with the
experimentally measured patterns at the shorter (<400 nm)
and longer (>950 nm) wavelength regimes as shown in
Fig. 10(b). The model-implementation predicted a much
smoother profile from 400 to 950 nm for the liver when com-
pared with the experimentally measured profile in the same
spectral range. It is worth noting that, the model implementation
using the DRS that was experimentally measured from the sub-
capsular or cross-sectional parenchyma has some limiting con-
straints applying to both the liver and kidney, including the use
of differential path length, the absence of spectral dependence of
the reduced scattering of the parenchyma, simplification of the
absorption properties of the capsular layer as following a weak
inverse dependence on the wavelength, and neglecting the spec-
tral dependences of the absorption and reduced scattering of the
reference phantom. The simplifications of the model-implemen-
tation caused the model-prediction to miss the spectral variation
details of the liver profile shown by the experimental measure-
ments. The simplifications of the model-implementation has
also caused the model-prediction for kidney to deviate signifi-
cantly from the experimental measurements at the <420-nm
range. The relatively flat profile of the ratio between surface
DRS and subcapsular DRS from the kidney at <420 nm sug-
gests that the spectral properties of the kidney capsule at the
<420-nm range are quite similar to those of the kidney paren-
chyma. The spectral profile corresponding to experimental mea-
surements from the kidney also has shown a near-identity value
of 101% near 800 nm; surface measurement at this wavelength
is expected to closely represent the subcapsular parenchyma.
However, as diffuse reflectance from the kidney (or other
organ) will rely on spectral information to reveal parenchyma
functional or pathological conditions, it is necessary to correct
the capsular effect to the surface measurements when the spec-
trum of operation is broader than the limited capsule-insensitive
wavelengths.

Despite that the model-implementation has missed some
details of the spectral variations between the surface DRS
and parenchyma DRS for the liver, there is a good global agree-
ment of the model predictions with the experimental measure-
ments regarding how the surface DRS of the parenchyma is
affected by the thickness of a highly scattering capsule.
According to Fig. 9 wherein the model and data agree upon
a main medium underlying a highly scattering superficial
layer, we expect the following: (1) if the main medium develops
more pigments such as increased vasculature causing an

increase in the absorption coefficient, the surface DRS will
decrease; (2) if the main medium becomes more scattering,
the surface DRS will increase initially than decrease later as
the scattering keeps increasing. Such biphasic change of the sur-
face DRS in response to the change of parenchymal scattering
properties may be particularly important to interpreting the sur-
face DRS from livers with fibrotic injury. As the fibrosis devel-
ops in the liver, the scattering of the hepatic parenchyma is
expected to increase, which may cause the surface DRS signal
to increase at a lower grade of fibrosis but decrease with
increased level of fibrosis pathology. If the hepatic parenchyma
presents pathology conditions other than fibrosis, such as
necrosis or steatosis, the profile change of the surface DRS
from the liver as the fibrosis develops will become more
complicated.

A limitation to the ∼1760MC simulations in this work was
the execution of each MC simulation at a total photon number
of 100,000 that is substantially smaller than the number imple-
mented by many other MC studies when evaluating the diffuse
reflectance from a medium of two-layer geometry.26–32,39,40 As
a result, the MC outputs in this work carried much greater var-
iations than those appearing in other MC studies. Those var-
iations carried by the MC outputs that were caused by
relatively low amount of photons would, however, be equiva-
lent to noises common to experimental measurements. The rel-
atively noisy MC simulation results, thus, have made a realistic
data context for the model prediction to compare against.
Regardless of how noisy the MC simulations could have
been, the patterns of changes, specifically the stronger
deviation from the baseline set when the superficial layer is
thicker or has a greater contrast of the optical properties
over the main medium, are expected to be retained in the
MC results.

The MC results have revealed that surface DRS of a main
medium covered by a capsular layer is quite insensitive to
the contrast of the refractive index or the anisotropy factor
between the capsular layer and the main medium. The indices
of refraction of most soft tissues lie within the 1.38 to 1.41
range, with the exception of adipose tissue, which has a refrac-
tive index of ∼1.47.41 A recent study evaluating diffuse reflec-
tance from a medium with multiple layers42 reported that
a mismatch in the interlayer refractive indices or anisotropy fac-
tors has only a slight effect on the magnitude of the intensities
of the diffuse reflectance. The effect of a capsular layer to DRS
is expected to be even smaller under an index-matched
condition.43 These earlier observations of the insensitivity of
the diffuse reflectance on the index-of-refraction variations
are confirmed by the results of this work.

The geometry presented in this work is limited to an other-
wise homogeneous medium “perturbed” by a thin superficial
layer. The deviations of the contributions to the surface DRS
are modeled as being caused by an addition to the slave source
that becomes stronger as the capsular layer gains either the opti-
cal contrast over the main medium or the thickness. The thin
superficial layer that becomes heterogeneous with respect to
the main medium not only changes the slave source contribution
to the photon irradiation but also alters the master source con-
tribution. The combined deviation of the master and slave con-
tribution to the photon irradiation from their respective values of
the corresponding homogeneous medium is lumped into a dif-
ferential contribution to the photon irradiation that vanishes as
the capsule layer becomes negligible in optical properties or
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thickness. The analytical model justifies the effect of the
medium property change on DRS with a set of contributions
that deviate from their respective values corresponding to a
homogeneous medium. The analytical model shown to resolve
the salient features of the effect of a thin superficial layer
(<1-mm thickness) on surface DRS of the underlying main
medium could be extended to the geometry of a two-layered
medium with a superficial layer that is much thicker than
1 mm. It can be expected that, applying the master–slave–
differential source approach to a two-layer medium containing
a thick surface layer may require the differential source to
modulate more of the master source than the slave as is applying
to the effect of thin superficial layer of this present work.
The analytical model shown to apply to a thin superficial
layer (<1-mm thickness) overlaying the main medium may
also be useful to the geometry of more than two layers, for
which perhaps multiple differential sources with different
moments may become necessary. We also note that, the analyti-
cal framework presented in this work shall not be limited to
understanding the effect of capsule to steady-state diffuse
reflectance. Extension of the analytical approach is planned
for addressing frequency-domain diffuse reflectance in the
presence of a thin surface layer44 and time-resolved diffuse
reflectance in the presence of a capsular layer.32,45 The render-
ing of an analytical model may also allow exploring if DRS
using some convenient configurations such as the isopath-
length point discovered for a homogeneous medium46 is pos-
sible in the presence of a thin superficial layer atop the
homogeneous medium.

5 Conclusion
The capsular optical properties and thickness combined are pro-
jected to affect how accurate the diffuse reflectance on the sur-
face of a capsular solid organ represents that on the subcapsular
parenchyma. The projection of the combined effect of the con-
trast of the optical properties over the main medium and the
thickness of the capsular layer is supported by MC simulations
and modeled by an analytical method. The MC simulations are
implemented for two-layer geometries containing a thin super-
ficial layer with the thickness from 10 μm to 1 mm to evaluate
the surface diffuse reflectance over a source–detector separation
spanning 10 μm to 10 mm. The superficial layer was set to have
various contrasts concerning refractive index, anisotropy factor,
absorption coefficient, and reduced scattering coefficient, versus
those of the subsurface main medium. An analytical approach
by modifying a master–slave dual-source setting to a master–
slave–differential triple-source configuration was proposed to
account for how the superficial layer of various thicknesses
and optical properties affect surface diffuse reflectance. DRS
was also performed ex vivo on 10 fresh human livers and 9
fresh human kidneys. The device-specific diffuse reflectance
performed on the capsular surface was as high as 170% of
that on the subcapsular parenchyma in the kidney. The
device-specific diffuse reflectance performed on the capsular
surface was as high as 120% of that on the cross-sectional paren-
chyma in the liver. According to the analytical model, the sig-
nificantly greater spectral deviation of surface diffuse
reflectance between with and without the capsule in the kidney
than in the liver was accountable by the much thicker capsule of
the kidney than the liver.

Appendix A
The following notations apply to all components of photon irra-
diation:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;x1;326;713signðμ 0
s1Þ ¼

�
1 if μ 0

s1 ≥ μ 0
s0

−1 if μ 0
s1 < μ 0

s0
:

δ ¼ τ
zcaps

is the dimensionless thickness of the capsule, range
[0, 1].

Δa ¼ 	μa1−μa0
μa1þμa0



2 is the index of contrast for absorption.

Δs 0 ¼
�
μ 0
s1−μ

0
s0

μ 0
s1þμ 0

s0

�
2

is the index of contrast for reduced
scattering.

A.1 Parameters Applying to Only the Master
Component of the Photon Irradiation

nmaster ¼ n0 (refractive index of the main medium)
gmaster ¼ g0 (anisotropy factor of the main medium)
μmaster
a ¼ μa0 (absorption coefficient of the main medium)

μmaster
s 0 ¼ μ 0

s0 (reduced scattering coefficient of the main
medium)

Dmaster ¼ D0 (diffusion coefficient of the main medium)
μmaster
s ¼ μs0 (scattering coefficient of the main medium)

ξmaster ¼ ξ0 (refractive index mismatch index)
A0∕1 ¼ 1þξ0∕1

1−ξ0∕1
(zero-boundary extrapolation factor)

ηmaster ¼ η0 (slave-source index determined by the properties
of the main medium)

zmaster
a ¼ za0 (master source depth determined by the

properties of the main medium)
zmaster
b ¼ zb0 (zero-boundary offset determined by the

properties of the main medium)
lmaster
real ¼ lreal0 (distance between the master source

determined by the properties of the main medium
and the detector)

lmaster
imag ¼ limag0 (distance between the image of the master

source determined by the properties of the main
medium and the detector)

εmaster
eff ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞα · ð1 − Δ 0

sÞβ� · δγ ,
where ðα; β; γÞ ¼ ð2; 2; 1Þ

μmaster
eff ¼ μeff0

εmaster
eff

ð1−Δa ·δÞ2 (effective attenuation coefficient)

θmaster
s 0 ¼ 1 − exp

h
−
�
μ 0
s1

μ 0
s0

�
2
i
(scattering correction factor)

εmaster
strength ¼ f1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞx · ð1 − Δ 0

s · θmaster
s 0 Þy� · δzgð1∕5Þ,

where ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð1;1; 0.6Þ
Smaster ¼ S0

εmaster
strength

ð1−Δa ·δÞ1∕2 (source strength)

A.2 Parameters Applying to Only the Slave
Component of the Photon Irradiation

nslave ¼ n1 (refractive index of the superficial layer)
gslave ¼ g1 (anisotropy factor of the superficial layer
εslavea&s 0 ¼ 1− ½1− ð1−ΔaÞα · ð1−Δ 0

sÞβ� · δγ , where ðα;β;γÞ¼
ð2;2;1Þ

μslavea ¼ μa1 − ðμa1 − μa0Þεslavea&s 0 (slave absorption coefficient)
μslaves 0 ¼ μ 0

s1 − ðμ 0
s1 − μ 0

s0Þεslavea&s 0 (slave reduced scattering
coefficient)

Dslave ¼ 1
3ðμslavea þμslave

s 0 Þ (slave diffusion coefficient)

μslaves ¼ μslave
s 0
gslave

(slave scattering coefficient)
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ξslave ¼ −1.440ðnslaveÞ−2 þ 0.710ðnslaveÞ−1 þ 0.668þ
0.0636ðnslaveÞ (slave refractive index mismatch
index)

Aslave ¼ 1þξslave

1−ξslave (slave zero-boundary extrapolation index)

ηslave ¼ ½gslave · expð1 − gslaveÞ�1∕10 (slave-source index)

zslavea ¼
h

1
μslaves

i
2
· μslaves 0 · ð1 − ηslaveÞ (slave-source depth)

zslaveb ¼ 2 · Aslave · Dslave (slave zero-boundary offset)
lslavereal ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ ðzslavea Þ2

p
(distance from the slave-source to

the detector)

lslaveimag ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ ðzslavea þ 2 · zslaveb Þ2

q
(distance from the image

of the slave source to the detector)

θslavea ¼ exp
h
− 1

4

�
μa1
μa0

�
2
i
(absorption correction factor)

θslaves 0 ¼ 1 − exp
h
−2

�
μ 0
s1

μ 0
s0

�
2
i
(scattering correction factor)

εslaveeff ¼ 1− ½1− ð1−ΔaÞα · ð1−Δ 0
sÞβ� · δγ , where ðα;β;γÞ¼

ð1∕100;2;1Þ
μslaveeff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μslavea

Dslave

q
1

εslave
eff

(slave effective attenuation coefficient)

εslavestrength ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞx · ð1 − Δ 0
sÞy� · δz, where

ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð1∕100;2; 1∕8Þ
Sslave ¼ Smaster · ½S�1 − ðS�1 − S�0Þ · εslavestrength� ·

θslave
s 0

½ðεslave
strength

Þ1∕10�signðμ 0sÞ½1−Δa ·δ�1∕2
(slave-source strength)

A.3 Parameters Applying to the Differential
Component of the Photon Irradiation

εdiffn&g ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞα · ð1 − Δ 0
sÞβ� · δγ , where ðα;β;γÞ¼

ð2;2;0Þ
ndiff ¼ n1 − ðn1 − n0Þεdiffn&g (differential refractive index)
gdiff ¼ g1 − ðg1 − g0Þεdiffn&g (differential anisotropy factor)
εslavea&s 0 ¼ 1− ½1− ð1−ΔaÞα · ð1−Δ 0

sÞβ� · δγ , where ðα;β;γÞ¼
ð2;2;1Þ

μdiffa ¼ μa1 − ðμa1 − μa0Þεdiffa&s 0 (differential absorption
coefficient)

μdiffs 0 ¼ μ 0
s1 − ðμ 0

s1 − μ 0
s0Þεdiffa&s 0 (differential reduced scattering

coefficient)
Ddiff ¼ 1

3ðμdiffa þμdiff
s 0 Þ

(differential diffusion coefficient)

μdiffs ¼ μdiff
s 0
gdiff (differential scattering coefficient)

ξdiff¼−1.440ðndiffÞ−2þ0.710ðndiffÞ−1þ0.668þ0.0636ðndiffÞ
(differential refractive index mismatch index)

Adiff ¼ 1þξdiff

1−ξdiff (differential zero-boundary extrapolation factor)

ηdiff ¼ ½gdiff · expð1 − gdiffÞ�1∕10 (differential source index)

zdiffa ¼
h

1
μdiffs

i
2
· μdiffs 0 · ð1 − ηdiffÞ (differential source depth)

zdiffb ¼ 2 · Adiff · Ddiff (differential zero-boundary offset)
ldiffreal ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ ðzdiffa Þ2

p
(distance from the differential source

to the detector)

ldiffimag ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ρ2 þ ðzdiffa þ 2 · zdiffb Þ2

q
(distance from the image of

the differential source to the detector)

θdiffs 0 ¼ 1 − exp
h
−
�
μ 0
s1

μ 0
s0

�
2
i
(scattering correction factor)

εdiffeff ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞα · ð1 − Δ 0
sÞβ� · δγ , where ðα;β;γÞ¼

ð100;2;1.5Þ
μdiffeff ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
μdiffa

Ddiff

q
1

1−εdiff
eff

· ½1 − Δaδ�1.5 (differential effective

attenuation coefficient)

θdiffs 0 ¼ 1 − exp
h
−
�
μ 0
s1

μ 0
s0

�
2
i
(scattering correction factor)

εdiffstrength ¼ 1 − ½1 − ð1 − ΔaÞx · ðΔs 0 · θdiffs 0 Þy� · δz, where
ðx; y; zÞ ¼ ð2;4; 0.75Þ

Δdiff
s 0 ¼ 1 − Δs 0 ·

h
1 − exp

�
− μ 0

s1
μ 0
s0

�
2
i
(a scaling factor for the

differential source)

Sdiff ¼ S�1
θdiff
s 0

½1−εdiff
strength

�signðμ 0sÞ½1−Δaδ�
1
10

(differential source strength).
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